Dear Andy and John,
We are so happy to write to you as we understand you are the founders of Lifeplan.
We are Ricardo & Karel Lugo. We are a young couple from Nicaragua and together we work for
a big vision in our nation called Restore Nicaragua.
We would like to say thank you for you are important people in the kingdom of God because you
started a movement for teenagers that has blessed many people.
It is amazing to know how powerful the Lifeplan program is here in Nicaragua.
Since the beginning, we always saw this program as an instrument of God to change the
teenagers lives. While facilitating the program and working to support seven communities where
Lifeplan is being trained, we can see step by step how many teenagers and their parents now
have powerful testimonies about the way they now see their lives.
Conversations have been started that have not happened in our culture before. Now we hear
about the big dreams and purpose the teenagers have for their lives. Their confidence has grown,
it is really amazing.
Thank you because you are part of big changes in the young people here in Nicaragua. In the
vision of God, we know that it began like a tiny seed but it will grow into a big tree with strong
roots and a lot of fruits for many generations.
Thank you so much Andy and John, we really appreciate your efforts to change the world
through teenagers. We know that God will give you a reward.
We promise that we will see this program like a treasure from the kingdom of God and continue
to work to support the growth of teenagers in our country.
God bless you in a big way!
Sincerely,

Ricardo & Karel Lugo
Restore Nicaragua

